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Abstract  

There is no doubt, that the endeavor of grasping how children acquire the world co-

interpreting it and participating actively in its constitution is indispensable and central within 

Educational Sciences. Anyway, it raises some theoretical and methodological questions. 

Already in marking these out, possible solutions are indicated. Having developed answers to 

similar theoretical, methodological and methodical questions since a hundred years, 

phenomenology, resp. body-phenomenology suits as an adequate interpretative backdrop for 

these solutions.  

 

1. The Field of Children´s Studies 

Mainstream Educational Research generally used to see a child as an ontological, social and 

psychological entity (cp. Hackl 2008). In the last decades this perspective had to learn from 

the sociologically oriented Childhood Studies, examining the conditions of a “changed 

childhood” (cp. James & Prout 1997 el al.). The Childhood Studies show childhood as a 

construction and depending on social, cultural and economic factors as well as being 

submitted to historical change.  

However, Children´s Studies widened this perspective by also referring to Human Rights, 

claiming that children have to be viewed in their fullness as human beings. These studies thus 

aim at the investigation of the manifold conditions of being a child by focusing on the one 

hand on material environments, social practices and discourses. On the other hand the 

perspectives of the children themselves are taken into consideration. To pave the way for 

minors to express themselves is even the main effort of Children´s Studies. This involves the 

presupposition of the ability of children to participate in shaping their own lives already at an 

early age. The tradition of this thought cannot only be traced back to pedagogical and 

didactical settings of reform pedagogy. Also recently, it has to an astonishing wide extend 

been backed empirically by research in Neurosciences serving as a source for psychological 

and psychometrical models on competence and self-regulation.  

In the light of these parallels one may be surprised at the fact that Childhood and Children´s 

Research have some difficulties in gaining acceptance in the academic field, also in that of 

Educational Sciences.  



One of the reasons for this can be seen in the devaluation of this approach in terms of a, so to 

say, side effect of the critique on the actual cognitive competence models simply presuming 

the ability of children to think strategically, even exaggerating this ability as an outstanding 

capability (Ricken 2007, Simons & Masschelein 2010 et al.). In the first hand, the main 

endeavor of Children´s Research raises the methodological question how an adult researcher 

should ever be able to work out the perspective of children. Besides that, the assumption of 

the child as an autonomous subject is quite problematic in epistemological regards, as it 

entails the statement of a sovereign epistemic subject. In Western philosophy this concept has 

been deeply put in question in the last century, e.g. in poststructuralist theory it has even been 

completely destructed. Restoring this idea in terms of an under-aged person is therefore 

supposed to lead into a blind alley.  

Thus, it is not surprising, that Children´s Studies are indeed confronted with a high degree of 

dependencies of children: (Cp. Hülst 2000) The results are in short that children seemingly 

interpret reality by applying inadequate, more or less idiosyncratic categories, continuously 

striving for meeting the expectations of the adults. In terms of the quality of data it is e.g. 

stated that it is often difficult for an adult researcher to gain the confidence of children. The 

chances of understanding children are mostly seen as dependent on their age and 

individuality. Thus, researchers complain that children do not articulate themselves honestly 

and consistently in every situation. Besides that, younger children are supposed to mix up 

facts and fantasy, past and present, persons and places etc.  

Thus, there seems to be an inevitable reconstruction of the pertinent social identity of “the 

child” that is even of Children´s Studies mainly characterized by a lack of sovereignty. The 

venture of following up the task to investigate the views of children seems thus to discredit 

itself. Anyway, within Children´s Research various solutions to these problems have been 

developed.  

One of these solutions can be unfolded by referring to the hypothesis of Virginia Morrow & 

Martin Richards (1996). These American sociologists blame the theoretical, methodological, 

methodical and operative traditions in mainstream scientific research for the problems of 

Children´s Studies. According to Morrow & Richards (1996) as well as to feminist theories, 

social sciences on the whole are ruled by the orientation to an idealized manner of a special 

kind of communicating, assessing and orientating; by this they fade out several other possible 

forms of expression and existence. The authors point out the strong symbolic violence going 

along with the postulate how a study has to be laid out in order to fulfil the actually valid 

scientific standards. In the field of Childhood and Children´s Research, according to the two 

sociologists, this “violence” becomes even more explicit than in other fields of research. 

Christoph Wulf &  J ö r g  Zirfas (2007) explicate these traditions by characterizing them as a 

textual understanding of reality as if ruled by completeness, closeness, unambiguity and 

linearity, always presupposing a (research) subject mastering “the text”. Barbara 

Friebertshäuser & Annedore Prengel (2003, p.11) point out the necessity of a provision for the 

individuality of a research subject. Helga Kelle & Georg Breidenstein (1999, p.111) see that 

Children´s Research could develop the methodology for reducing the symbolic pressure on 

the subjects of research. Beside the need for paving the way for children to express 

themselves and the different aspects of their life-worlds, there seems to be a certain need to 

keep the utterances of the children as independent as possible from external manipulations.  



Regarding this program, the reference of scientific theory, methodology and methods merely 

to the well-established rational esp. textual orders of adults is of poor, or at least reduced use. 

Thus, for a methodology appropriate to the research field there is a demand for an elaborated 

conceptual approach as well as for a suitable mode of doing research. Anyway, there is not 

only an urgent need for adequate methods for the analysis of the collected data, at times it 

might be necessary also to make up special research settings.  

It is quite evident that the methodological principle of difference, especially the difference of 

age, forms the center of reference of Children´s Research. There are three general possibilities 

of regarding difference here: Either one concentrates on the very circumstances of being-a-

child (1), or one looks at the practices of children (2), or one relates to the quality of the social 

contacts of children with adults in their everyday life (3).  

 (1) The aim of Children´s Studies to empower minors to express their perspectives is strongly 

connected to the scientific investigation of shaping and formulating public options in terms of 

their influence on children as well as the possible ways of children to deal with these 

influences. In special, the differences between the children, when regarding the diverse 

circumstances of their acting and deciding, identified as their life-worlds, are important in this 

field of research. Also questions of intergenerational fairness arise here, concerning e.g. 

pedagogical measurements such as those deriving from current social needs, in reference to 

the actual demographical prognoses, or to economic agendas etc. The social image of 

childhood and being-a-child in society is mainly formed in communicative media, in 

promotional campaigns, in health care systems, in organizational units in schools (like class 

council, student council) etc. Here also differences between children and adults are marked 

out. The empirical investigation in this field is mainly drawing on the method of discourse 

analysis. - Considering the preceding statements, the well-established rational, esp. textual 

orders of adults are supposed to serve as a quite adequate base of this research. However, 

there also comes up the quest for this approach to principally rethink the various common 

terms and discourses, in theoretical as well as in methodical regards.  

(2) Not only social status, habitus and social possibilities depend on the factor of age. In 

everyday practices we have the fact that competences, abilities and interests of adults differ to 

a large degree, also qualitatively from those of youngsters (even when the outcome may be 

comparable from time to time). We lay the table in another way than a child does. Differences 

between children and adults are found in looking at things, in liveliness and drives, in 

narratives, in social relations, in duties and powers, in the very living conditions etc. and they 

form a more or less general anthropological order. 

(3) It has not get in the focus of Childhood or even Children´s Studies, that also, and even 

predominantly educational and developmental goals are a matter of priority in the 

intergenerational relations in terms of their environments, practices, rules and orders. 

Educational and developmental goals cannot be fully understood in theoretical or empirical 

terms, as these cannot serve to finally bridge the intergenerational differences. Educational 

and developmental aims get processed within the practices, and temporarily they may be 

reached. Thus, every day the differences resulting from age, deciding on the symbolic and 

vital orders, are successfully bridged in manifold ways. The contact between an adult and a 

child in everyday life usually even only succeeds if the adult is willing and able to put him- or 



herself into the position of the child, above all by paying attention to the age-differences. 

Thomas Fuhr (1998) describes the willingness to enter a discussion with a child as a basic 

ethic duty. According to him, the everyday contact should be ruled by the ambition to 

examine the side of the child, making the inquiries together with children - and not on them. 

This particular model for acting is also set out as a prevalent research perspective of 

Children´s Studies (cp. Heinzel 2000, Christensen & James 2008 et al.). Accordingly, in 

practical pedagogy one can find a lot of examples of successfully taking the views of children 

into account. The contact of an adult is then about closely listening to a child in order to find 

out what goes on inside of her or him resp. what s/he feels and thinks. On the first glance this 

concern of an adult for a child resembles the attention of an adult to adults. What is different 

is the inner response to these perceptions, especially the assessment. The relation to a child 

should always be ruled by the developmental perspective involving an outlook to maturity; 

the adult is performing a model of maturity, while the child is undergoing maturing. The 

developmental perspective provides for looking at how certain social circumstances influence 

an individual child in his/her staying quiet, or trying to manipulate a situation, things or 

people, succeeding or failing in doing this. These impacts proceed mainly hidden and tacit. As 

being-a-child normally takes place in a relational context including adults, this has a 

pedagogical signature. 

By obscuring (as well as by stressing) the differences between adults and children without 

taking the relational context of pedagogy into account, one can easily end up in denying the 

perspective of children. Therefore, at a first step, the researcher has to develop his/her special 

perceptual capacities in order to ensure the emphasized analytical points. One way to escape 

the blind alley of Children´s Studies lies in developing pedagogically inclined approaches for 

this field of research.  

The theoretical and methodological framework corresponding to these requirements has 

already been diligently built up within the philosophical approach of phenomenology and 

body phenomenology. The attempt to get deeper into the understanding of practices by 

following up a philosophical approach may seem strange at a first glance. However, this 

approach is related to the need to establish another basic understanding of reality within 

Children´s Research.  

 

2. Phenomenology and Bodily Phenomenology as a Perspective of Children´s Research 

„Phenomenology to a great deal consists of a history of heresies of Husserl“, states Paul 

Ricœur (1986, p.156). Edmund Husserl detaches his philosophical reasoning from the 

contemporary scientific research in Psychology, blaming the latter for a reductionist concept 

of experience and academic insight, accusing it of artificial methods and exaggerated claims 

to validity. In contrast, Husserl stresses the responsibility of scientific research to reflect on its 

own presumptions regarding tasks, terms, concepts, claims to validity etc. and serving as the 

ground for the chosen procedures and practices. Here, Husserl (1984, p.10) regards the 

reference to the question how „to get to the things themselves“ as prior to scientific projects.  

The highly differentiated, already hundred years old history of phenomenological reflexivity 

refers to this program.  



The common endeavor also tunes into the Husserlian tenor that „the things“ are primarily 

given in our experience. Thus, the main aim of phenomenological research consists of 

working out our relations to ourselves, to others and to the world as bound to diverse 

experiences. Phenomenology is, as Käte Meyer-Drawe (2008, p.377) puts it, „[…] in 

disregard of all its different manifestations, a style of thinking that deals with the question 

how the world is given to us in the diversity of our experience.“ „A thing“ should be grasped 

as given in our experience resp. in our perceptions, imaginations, subjective feelings, 

memories, wishes etc. (Danner 1979, p.113). Therefore, Helmuth Plessner (1985, p.138, 

transl. by AK) explicates the aim of the phenomenological reflection project to make „[…] the 

forgotten ground layers of comprehension accessible to reflection in a scientifically 

disciplined way”. Phenomenology is thus put as a meta-science. In this regard it is concurring 

with the kind of Psychology which deduces all ethical, esthetical and existential features from 

real-psychic processes. Anyway, instead of the attempt of bringing psychological assumptions 

into a valid rational order, phenomenology works out the how of our comprehensions, 

perceptions, judging, acting etc.; more precisely, the diverse possibilities how to deal with “a 

thing” are of interest.  

However, in the course of phenomenological research the meta-scientific perspective has been 

put in question again and again, especially in terms of the problems connected to the concept 

of a sovereign epistemic subject.  

On this ground, Helmuth Plessner (1985, p.138) describes phenomenology as „[…] a 

scientifically disciplined art of lifting the forgotten basic layers of comprehension to 

consciousness“.  

In terms of „phenomenality“, resp. the way how a phenomenon is grasped, resp. can be 

grasped, bodily phenomenology pursues a special path.  

According to Merleau-Ponty (1966) a thing is not merely given, but taken up by us inwardly; 

it “[…] is not constituted in the full light of day, it is reconstituted or taken up once more by a 

knowledge which remains latent, leaving it with its opacity and its thisness.” (Merleau-Ponty 

1966, p.243) In this regard, Bernhard Waldenfels (1994) e.g. speaks of bodily mediated 

„responsive processes“ as playing a central role in social realities and Yamaguchi (1983) 

points to the experience of „ki“, Japanese: „in-between“, in intercultural social relations etc. 

Bodily phenomenology research focuses e.g. bodily intersubjective, reflexive, pre-reflexive, 

natural-sensual, esthetical, pragmatic, institutional, medial, formal and/or informal structures 

as constituting human orders. (Cp. Meyer-Drawe 1998) Difference is established as a core 

principle of epistemology (Waldenfels 1998) and, instead of referring only to the rationality 

of the epistemic subject, the plurality of rationalities and their bodily origin is taken into 

account (Waldenfels 1990).  

 

2.1 “Constituting corporality” 

Infants acquire diverse aspects of their life by coping with them in a merely corporal manner. 

They explore various primary forms of communication and they even check their situational 

appropriateness, expressing emotional intimacy, or taking distance by means of their body. In 

their manifold body operations toddlers mark out social in- and exclusions, territories etc. 

They even transmit complex messages and give diverse hints how to decipher these by mainly 

bodily means (cp. Reck et al. 2004). Thus, infants practice various competences by bodily 

means and acquire them in this way. The body is not only the origin of the diverse practices of 



children, but in acting, operating and conducting also imparts, develops, modifies a kind of 

knowledge, etc. By referring to the register of the corporality not at last understanding and 

situational interpretations are testified and cases are made out quite intelligently and even 

creatively.  

The bodily forms of acquaintance are mostly beyond verbalization. Even though often 

differing very much from those of adults, the meanings and significance transmitted by 

children in bodily ways are often in a way understandable for grown-ups relying on their 

spontaneous intuitions and empathies.  

The pedagogical signature of being-a-child in the relation to adults is thus clearly determined 

by a “constituting corporality” on both sides. 

Also in general the register of corporality shapes diverse human activities in different 

contexts. The bodily transmitted how of actions, feelings and also thoughts continues forming 

the lives of elder children, teenagers and adolescents to a great deal. For adults the body not 

only forms an important base for adapting oneself to circumstances at hand, it also makes up 

the competences to meet new challenges, to exercise tasks and to answer to certain issues. It 

serves as an important means to overcome several kinds of disabilities etc. - Anyway, more or 

less these tacit dimensions of life seem to lose significance in the course of life. In general, for 

most grown-ups gestures, mimics, motions, signals etc. obviously do not form an everyday 

concern, as they do in childhood and youth. Obviously, adults are subject to a rather strict 

social control on an implicit, subluminal level, as for example Pierre Bourdieu has shown in 

his studies. An everyday sounding out of bodily dimensions seems to be restricted to 

professional groups such as artists, actors, human resource managers etc. – teachers 

apparently do not form such a social group. Moreover, cognitions and conscious 

arrangements, intended actions, stable self- and world-representations, project plans, fixed 

structures, strategies etc. are ruling adult thinking and acting. A person who is able to fix up 

such systems and control these is regarded as competent. Accordingly, it is a common opinion 

that teaching and learning at school are processes of consciousness.  This implies the idea that 

our experiences can be realized and grasped (only) on a cognitive level. Anyway, as adults we 

also recur to a corporally conveyed, experiental knowledge, whenever it needs to be proven 

whether or how something makes sense to us. Consequences of happenings at hand must be 

anticipated in terms of dealing with them adequately. As already pointed out, there is thus a 

broad spectrum of aspects of life that cannot be completely analyzed and enlightened. Finding 

ourselves in a concrete situation, we generally need to complete our actual experiences by 

reconstructing also invisible sides of an apparent issue, realizing the unsaid as revealed by the 

explicit, reading between the lines, etc. Then, also diverse modes of distance (to oneself, to 

the other, to an object etc.) come into sight. On the basis of these perceptions we act and react 

on an event or not, we consider something as reasonable or not. 

In opposition, in the view of bodily phenomenology every reflection is secondary, ciphered 

out from a pre-reflexive multiplicity. A reconstruction of its profiles seems to be a key to 

figuring out the course of a conversation between persons of different age, the modes of 

childlike and adult self-expression, the special interests and motives of children to do 

something, their ordering the world as a (bodily) doing difference, at times undermining also 

rationality.  



The method of bodily phenomenology, the “phenomenological reduction”, can be adapted 

especially to this field of research.  

 

2.2 “Phenomenological Reduction” 

As described above, in empirical scientific research the standpoint of the researcher is mainly 

disposed as a Cartesian „Cogito“ giving the consciousness the role of a sovereign observer. In 

contrast, Husserl in his interpretation explicates experience not as a coherent and single 

consciousness, but as manifold acts of endowing something with meaning („noeses“, Husserl 

1950, p.88). A „phenomenon“ is not a thing of the empirical world of facts, but a thing 

appearing according to certain ordering functions. The question is what makes something 

appear to us in a distinct way. Thus, constitutional conditions are of interest. Starting from a 

mutual relation of self and world subjective and intersubjective perspectives on a 

„phenomenon“ turn out as configurations of conditions, legitimations, etc., of a phenomenon 

on the one side and as its relational field on the other side. Only „noeses“ are given as the 

result of these constituting „thetical acts“ constituting „a thing“ in its modalities as 

meaningful, as a „noema“. Things like a tree, or house as well as invisible things are 

„noemata“, constituted modes of being and meaning. The stability and substance of a thing 

are then secondary. In order to get the conditions of the constitution of a thing, according to 

Husserl, one has to bracket everyday ideas, prejudices, claims to validity and other partialities 

in a „phenomenological reduction“.  

Waldenfels (1992) points out that a mere refraining from judgement cannot lead to the things 

themselves. Referring to Merleau-Ponty he sees perception as the basis of reflexivity. The 

constitution of a thing is supposed to take place sensually-physically, implicitly, 

unintentionally and en passant. A “phenomenon” is realized in terms of perceptive effects and 

perceptions distant from any language; it derives from subliminal thoughts and “speech in 

silence”. (cp. Merleau-Ponty 1967, p.50, transl. by AK) That is to say, only such, seemingly 

peripheral activities make something existent and disposable for our acting and thinking. All 

our perceiving is a response to something which affects, stimulates, addresses, calls etc. us, on 

the one side as an appeal to somebody, on the other side as a demand for something. (Cp. 

Waldenfels 1998, p.44 and p.81ff) The addressed person is always involved in this event: 

something occurs to him/her, something happens to him/her and releases something with 

him/her that is not intended. „What happens to us is always more than what we can tell and 

say.“ (Waldenfels 1998, p.82, transl. by AK) Our responding cannot be reduced to the 

performing of our own plans or intention, it also follows from the situation.  

The standpoint taken by a „phenomenological reduction“ is ruled by a genetic perspective 

directed to the constitutional aspects. It allows only for working out limited, responsive 

aspects of a thing. Its result can never be fixed, and one has to continue working critically on 

it. (Waldenfels 1998, p.20) - Waldenfels writes: „The thing is not simply one and the same, it 

reveals itself in the different modes how factors or intentions appear, how it is perceived, from 

close proximity or from afar, viewed from this side or that side, perceived, remembered, 

expected or fantasized, assessed, treated or pursued, maintained as real, possible, or dubious, 

or negated.“ (Waldenfels 1992, p.15) The constitution of a thing proceeds in an act of sense-

making. The possible modes of a constitution are the essential units of meaning: what is 



awaited derives from the act of awaiting as the sense of it; what is heard makes sense as being 

heard, the thinking as thoughts (cp. Husserl 1950, p.71). Correspondingly, the sense of 

considering resp. perceiving includes a specific schematizing, forming, structuring, an 

interpreting and perceiving as a „perceiving as“ (cp. Husserl 1968, p.74f, p.385). 

Phenomenology in this way becomes an „instruction of perspectives“ (Waldenfels 1998, 

p.50). Phenomenology thus focuses on modalities, responsive processes, geneses and on self-

reflection of the viewpoint of the researcher in terms of a process of sense-making. 

Waldenfels (1998) unfolds the method of a „phenomenological reduction“ in terms of the 

various forms of difference, that is to say as postponement, distortion, hearing differently, 

seeing differently, densification, estrangement, etc. The aim of this kind of defamiliarization 

to that it will become clear how one hears, sees, perceives something (Waldenfels 1998, p.50).  

 

3. Summary: Bodily Phenomenology as a Perspective of Children´s Research 

Phenomenological Children´s Research is largely concerned with working out the how of 

adolescent self-expression in communication and interaction of children with one another as 

well as with adults. The question is how children order their experiences, respectively which 

functions of order (time-frame, socio-structural aspects, etc.) characterize their thinking and 

operating, which persons and groups do they refer to and how do they express these 

relationships. Questions are asked about which kind of facts or things they appeal to and how 

they do this (how they comment them etc.), how they present themselves, or which kind of 

priorities, forms of orientation and operational knowledge is at their disposal and applied or 

not, etc. In short, the manners children show in contact with various phenomena of their life-

world(s) are investigated. Hereby, the special focus lies on the differences between children 

and adults regarding their ways of operating and communicating as well as their modes of 

orientation, not at least in terms of a “constituting corporality”. 
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